PRIME

PROGRAMME FOR INDUSTRIAL AND
MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE

GRADUATE YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT
Spearheading the production of priority
skills in high level occupationally
directed programmes
Well-crafted programme for the unemployed graduates from engineering disciplines that have a passion to
be tomorrows leaders

AIDCEC PROFILE

The multiple award winning Automotive Industry Development Centre Eastern Cape (AIDCEC) assists
in increasing the global competitiveness of the South African automotive industry to world-class levels
and significantly contributes to government priorities of economic development and job growth by
addressing the following changes:
• South Africa requires qualiﬁed people to sustain existing growth and create new jobs.
• To compete internationally, a skilled and productive workforce is critical.
• SA component manufacturers, especially the lower tier levels are not yet globally
competitive with reference to cost, quality and delivery requirements; and
• High logistical costs result from large distances to export and import markets and a
sub-optimal logistics infrastructure within South Africa on a macro level and within
supplier operations on a micro level.
The organisation works in partnership with business, Local, Provincial and National Government,
Tertiary and Further Education Institutions, Wellness entities and other national and international
organisations to provide subsided, world class, technical shopfloor as well as skills and wellness
programmes across all tiers of suppliers and assemblers.
Ongoing support from National, Provincial and Local Government has resulted in the AIDCEC
facilitating significant collaborative projects at supporting the local industry.

PRODUCT & SERVICES FOR INDUSTRY

Quality
Management
Systems (QMS)

Cleaner
Production
(EMS)

Six Sigma

Wellness
Management

Technology for
Youth Academy
(ex AECDP)

World Class
Total Productive
Manufacturing
Maintenance
(Lean Manufacturing)
(TPM)

Programme for
Industrial Manufacturing
Excellence
(PRIME)

Enterprise
Development
(BSD)

Skills & Training
(Auto Skills)

FOR ANY ENQUIRIES:
Email: info@aidcec.co.za
Tel: 041 393 2100
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PRIME VISION

Engineering measurable results

Support the production of priority skills in high
level occupationally directed programmes in
the skills development pipeline, by facilitating
workplace based experience and training, with
a specific focus on occupations that support
economic growth and encourage employment
creation.
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MODEL

DURATION: 2 YEAR GRADUATE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
(YEAR 1: APPLIED LEARNING AND ON THE JOB TRAINING
YEAR 2: HOST COMPANY EMPLOYMENT)

Graduate Engagement Process

SCREEN

SELECT

TRAINING

PROJECT

IMPLEMENTATION

EMPLOYMENT
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VALUE PROPOSITION

FAST TRACK GRADUATES
INTO INDUSTRY
1

ATTRACT THE BEST TALENT AND FAST
TRACK GRADUATE DEVELOPMENT

2

ESTABLISH A LINE OF SIGHT FOR THEIR GRADUATES TO
STRENGTHEN THEIR COMMITMENT AND VALUE TO THE
ORGANISATION

3

INVEST IN MOBILISING THEIR FUTURE
LEADERSHIP PIPELINE AND CREATING AN ENGAGED
AND PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT
POPULATION

KEY COMPONENTS
The PRIME programme strategically and programmatically supports the production of priority skills in
high level occupationally directed programmes in the skills development pipeline, from universities
and colleges by facilitating workplace based experience as part of the programme with a specific
focus on occupations that support economic growth and encourages employment creation.

The boutique of training that the graduates receive in the programme together with
encouraging the implementation of the principles and skills learnt from the courses
allow the graduates to become successful within their host companies.
High performing organisations understand that Leadership starts at the point of career
entry. From the very early days of a career, establishing a clear line of sight not only
gives young talent a connection between the overall direction and goals of an
organisation, but also enables them to maximise personal performance.
In addition, an emotional commitment to the organisation is strengthened, thus
reducing attrition rates.
The combination of the AIDC EC and Host Company mentorship strategy, facilitates the
socialisation and preparation process for the graduates and their roles in industry
AIDC EC facilitates linkages between Government, Industry and Labour Market to
address priority skills needs in the Region
Graduates are equipped to be employed at middle/senior management level
On the job experience enables the graduates with no experience, to be a contributing
asset to any organisation
Graduate Development: Equipping graduates with industry applied techniques and
practices
On the job experience enables the graduates with no experience, to be a contributing
asset to any organisation

OBJECTIVES

Our primary objective is to increase access to high quality and relevant
education, training and skills development opportunities including experiential
workplace learning and exposure to business acumen and processes, including
the following attributes:

• EFFECTIVE: offering meaningful, quality skills development that avoids
time-serving on irrelevant training;
• EFFICIENT: successful, relevant training and job creation opportunities;
• COMPETITIVE: to counter supply-driven tendencies;
• FLEXIBLE: technically able in the short term to change the scope and
direction of skills development outputs
• RESPONSIVE: designed to meet the changing demands of the market and
needs of the economy
• EXPERIENCE: gives graduates a minimum of two year work experience to
set them on their career path
• ALLEVIATE UNEMPLOYMENT through sustainable skills acquisition
• INNOVATIVE/TECHNICAL Training
• TRANSFORMATION of the South African Workplace
• ADDRESS PROBLEMS in the graduate labour market
• Industry Projects resulting in IMPROVED QUALITY, PRODUCTIVITY AND
INCREASED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION FOR INDUSTRY
• STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP between Government and Industry
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STATISTICS

PROGRAMME

Programme Modules and Approach

TECHNICAL TRAINING

2. SIX SIGMA GREEN BELT
The certified Six Sigma Green Belt is a professional versed in the core to advanced elements of Six
Sigma Methodology, who leads improvement projects and/or serve as a team member in a more
complex improvement project by a certified Black Belt, typically in a part-time role.
A Six Sigma Green belt possesses a thorough understanding of the elementary
elementa aspects of the Six
Sigma Method including competence in matters contained within the phases of Define, Measure,
Analyse, Improve and Control. A Six Sigma Green Belt understands how to implement, perform,
interpret and apply Six Sigma at a high proficiency levels.
2.1 Lean Manufacturing
Lean Manufacturing Tools are widely used tools in the manufacturing industry. They are aimed at
using the most effective methodologies and techniques to achieve excellent performance on a
consistent basis to meet the objectives of the customer in a very
ve cost effective manner by focusing
on waste reduction or elimination.

PROGRAMME

2.1 VSM
The Value Stream Mapping module enables learners to identify and eliminate waste, thereby streamlining work processes, cutting lead times, reducing costs and increasing quality. It is a tool commonly
used in lean continuous improvement programs to help understand and improve the material and information flow within organizations. Value Stream Mapping borne out of lean ideology captures and
presents the whole process from end to end in a method that is easy to understand by those working
the process, it captures the current issues and presents a realistic picture.
Through Value Stream Mapping, learners are able to map the current state; beginning from customer
back to raw material including all the steps, both value-added and non-value-added, and develop a
future state vision to act as a blueprint for Lean activities
Through Value Stream Mapping, learners are able to map the current state; beginning from customer
back to raw material including all the steps, both value-added and non-value-added, and develop a
future state vision to act as a blueprint for Lean activities.
2.3 Statistical Process Control
Through Value Stream Mapping, learners are able to map the current state; beginning from customer
Statistical Process Control is a combination of techniques aimed at continually improving production
processes so that the customer may depend on the uniformity of a product and may purchase it at
minimum cost.
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PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME

SOFT SKILL TRAINING
The primary purpose of module is to enable learners to grow in confidence as managers and leaders, with a strong emphasis on personal mastery and a collaborative
management process. Core business skills in strategy, finance and marketing are
developed, along with the basics of good business communication.
1.1 Presentation and Communication
This module develops and enhances the learner’s public speaking style and turn even
the driest, most mundane information into a dynamic, compelling presentation and
communication skills. No matter what the subject, effective presentation skills training helps you deliver your message with poise and power. In business, tough times
bring about rapid changes and they must be communicated effectively.

The purpose of this course is to expose learners to the philosophy of project management as a unique, specialised discipline of management. The course introduces
certain selected project management concepts and terminologies and provide an
overview of the whole project management body of knowledge.
It enables learners to solve practical problems and apply some of the basic project
management tools and techniques whilst assisting learners to attain a basic academic-oriented knowledge of the principal aspects of project management and to prepare
them for further more advanced programmes.

A practical, accessible introduction to accounting and finance. The Finance for
Non-Financial Managers programme is a participative, two-day finance course that is
designed for non-financial managers who want to learn more about how finance works
in business. Through case-studies and group learning, learners gain the tools to
analyse and understand the financial performance of an organisation, as well as the
confidence to participate in financial conversations and planning, crucial to
organisational success.

This practical course provides learners with the necessary tools and skills to enable
them to carry out hazard identification and risk assessments in the workplace.
The aim of the course is to enable responsible and informed contributions to the health
and safety effort in the workplace.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT - SUPPORTING THE "YES" INITIATIVE

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT - ALIGNMENT TO THE "YES" INITIATIVE

We start with the end in mind and our programmes aims to evolve graduates thinking form college
mindset to a graduate that is a fully contributing professional

A key pillar for any organisation recruitment strategy involves sourcing best fit, quality
candidates/learners.
Industry trends show that having a graduate programme acts as a tool to attract best talent as graduates increasingly look for jobs where they have development opportunities

It includes through provoking projects that are industry relevant, extensive individual and group work
and supportive individual and group coaching and mentoring
Addressing skills shortages within the region; through world class technical training and transfer
these skills over a year long training programme

• Six Sigma Green Belt projects teaches graduates news ways of thinking an analysing problems to
achieve continuous improvement in business processes
• Encourage better use of workplace based skills development;
• Increase access to high quality and relevant education and training and skills development opportunities including workplace learning and experience to enable effective participation in the economy

Address scarce skills requirements of industry and fast tracking of careers impacting the
transformation of management structure
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IMPACT

Programme Success
25% of graduates have transitioned into management positions
within the ﬁrst 2 years of employment.

Project Implementation resulted in companies
realising top line improvements in:
• Reworks • Scrap • Process • Defects
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